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ECLECTIC ELEGANCE 
LUXURIOUS LEATHERS,  CREATIVE TEXTURAL COMBINATIONS AMONG MASSOUD’S  

WINTER 2014 MARKET HIGHLIGHTS 

DALLAS, TX (November 25, 2013) – Dallas-based upholstery leader Massoud will showcase  the latest 
eclectic designs and striking styles from Creative Director Ronna Griest during the upcoming Winter 
2014 Dallas Total Home and Gift Market. From Tibetan sheepskin and  luxurious textural combinations 
to bold splashes of color and sleek design lines,   the selection of frames, fabrics, leathers and custom 
options offers something for every design taste and style sensibility. These designs and others will be on 
view in the Design Directions Showroom, WTC 11- 11000 

 

1191 TRIBECA STERLING SOFA -- Accent pillows on top of the Tribeca 
Sterling base fabric cover create a rich look.  Pillows offer hand-painted 
floral looks that are actually a jacquard.  Complemented by multi-color  
bargello patterns in tones of tangerine, silver, persimmon and orange.  
Tibetan lamb roll pillows, nail head trim and Lucite 
legs  add  sleek lines, texture and a level of luxury.  
Suggested Retail - $4399 

 
 
L516-C5 TIBETAN SHEEPSKIN CHAIR –Take a seat and sink into the ultimate in luxury.  
Covered in soft, subtle Tibetan sheepskin, this chair design offers a   stunning statement piece 
for any room. Suggested retail -- $3999. 
 

 
L4435-C2 CALEDONIAN SANTA FE CHAIR –Brighten the home with a burst of 
Persimmon/orange color from the Caledonia Santa Fe leather base cover 
found on this striking chair design.  A subtle nail head trim ties it all together. 
Suggested retail -$2499. 
 
 
593 WINNETT GREY CHAIR – The tangerine, silver, persimmon and orange 
bargello pattern of the Winnett Grey  base cover fabric provides the perfect 
complement to the hand-finished wood frame of this chair design. A subtle 
nailhead trim completes the look. Suggested retail - $1249 
 
 

(more) 
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L17LAS-A2  LI LINE TRUFFLE SOFA and L17RAZ-A2 CHAISE – 
As fabulous as it is functional , this sofa/chaise combo  
blends fabric, leather, textures and  tones to rich effect. The 
Line Truffle base cover provides the perfect backdrop for an 
array of fabrics and leathers, including  Ragtime Onyx along 
the arm panels, seat band and frame, as well as leanbacks, 
cushions and accent pillows in  neutral tones and patterns 
from fabrics like  Heritage Brown, Montclair Cocoa, 
Theodore Gray and more.   Suggested retail - $8999. 
 
 
 

L327-C5 ZEBRA WASHED OTTOMAN – Take a walk on the wild side 
with this safari chic accent ottoman.   Featuring a zebra pattern in 
bronze, brown, tan and camel tones, this 100 % leather base fabric 
contrasts perfectly with its hand-finished wood base. Suggested 
retail - $1599. 

 
 
L943-C2 BERKSHIRE BOURBON CHAIR – 
Rich and rustic, this chair brings the warm, 
rich tones of Berkshire Bourbon leather 
together  with a tri-color cowhide design  to add a masculine touch  of the West to today’s 
home.   Suggested retail - $2499. 
 
 
L546-C5 BIG EASY COGNAC CHAIR – The richly textured bronze, brown 
tones of the 100% embossed croc Big Easy Cognac leather offers a 
subtle contract to the Cowboy Cocoa leather on the seat cushion and 
accent pillow.  Baseball stitching, nail head trim  and a dark, deep wood 
finish add a level sophistication and style. Suggested retail - $2899 

 
L3211C DAYBED -- At 98” long, this handcrafted daybed invites 
the tallest among us to stretch out in style.  Offering an exotic 
accent, this design features a seat crafted in luxurious Monte 
Cristo Cigar leather stitched with turquoise thread – a motif 
that is also carried on with turquoise accents painted on the 
wood base.  The daybed is framed on either side with richly detailed, hand-painted 
and embossed Mohawk leather and Tibetan Lamb roll pillows.  Suggested retail - 
$4499 
 
ABOUT MASSOUD - Now celebrating its 50

th
 anniversary, Dallas-based, family-

owned upholstery manufacturer Massoud has built a solid reputation during its rich history by offering top quality 
designs, exceptional value, quick delivery and dependable service.  With virtually unlimited customization options, 
the line includes a wide range of sofa, loveseat, chair, bench and other frames, 1200+fabrics in fresh patterns, 
dramatic colors and textures, a tremendous selection of luxurious leathers and hundreds of design details. Virtually 
any Massoud fabric, leather, frame, trim or finish can be combined to create a personalized, one-of-a-kind design 
statement.  www.massoudfurniture.com | 800.762.2797. 
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